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Name
Designation
Organizations
Address
Mobile No

Email ID

National ID/PP No.

Website

SERVICES

Terms & Conditions:
1. This Agreement shall become effective on the date of its signature and
shall continue in full force thereafter until terminated by either Party
giving not less than 30 (thirty) days written notice of termination to the
other Party at any time.
2. DianaHost shall have the right to terminate this Agreement
immediately by providing the CLIENT with as much prior notice as
reasonably practicable in the event that any modification in respect of:
(i) DianaHost’s existing Network Operator contracts and/or conditions
imposed by the Network Operator(s); or (ii) Applicable Law makes the
rendering of DianaHost Services prohibitively difficult or expensive to
DianaHost or contrary to the Applicable Law.
3. CLIENT represents and warrants to DianaHost that: (i) it shall comply,
and shall procure the compliance of any of its agents, subcontractors,
Third Party Providers or Affiliates who utilize the DianaHost Services,
with the terms of this Agreement and (ii) it shall not use DianaHost
Services in a way which is fraudulent, unlawful or unauthorized.
4. Prices of services will be fixed by negotiation and payment will be 100%
Prepaid system. Prices can be changed periodically with prior notice to
CLIENT.
5. CLIENT’s SMS Text or Image should not be unethical or illegal and have
not to contain any insulting word or sentence to any persons or any
organizations.
6. CLIENT has to follow all related rules, regulations and laws of Govt. of
the Countries and its other constitutional bodies.
7. For any illegal or unethical contents of word of SMS, DianaHost will
cancel the contract, and will inform to law and enforcement
authorities.
8. You have to follow National and International Cyber laws.
9. The content of SMS or Voice send by CLIENT (reseller or user of reseller
or user) if any other operator or regulator imposes any penalty then
CLIENT will be solely responsible to pay the penalty amount along with
the compensation cost of DianaHost reputation.
Reseller Conditions
10. Along with all terms and conditions mentioned above resellers or
wholesaler bust follow the conditions,
a. Reseller prices will be fixed on monthly traffic basis and price
and traffic slabs mutually agreed by both parties.
b. Resellers must provide copy of National ID, one copy of PP
Size photo and a valid physical address proof.

For DianaHost

Bulk SMS (Numeric Masking)
Bulk SMS (Aplha Masking)
2-Way SMS
Voice SMS
IVR
Masking ID

 Reseller

Client Type

 User

Purpose of Use
Validity till
Initial Volume

/SMS or /Sec

Prices
Masking ID Fees
Masking Reg Fee
VAT (15%)
Total Payable at Registration
In words
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Accounts

Support

Management

For CLIENTS

I have agreed on all terms and conditions

Address: Anowara Super Market, 2nd Floor, Madhukhali Bazar, Faridpur, Dhaka, Bangladesh – 7850

Contact: +8801823662233, +8801711512494, Web: www.dianahost.com, Email: Support@dianahost.com

